α2,3 and α2,6 N-Linked Sialic Acids Facilitate Efficient Binding and Transduction by Adeno-Associated Virus Types 1 and 6
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Recombinant adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) are promising vectors in the field of gene therapy. Different AAV serotypes display distinct tissue tropism, believed to be related to the distribution of their receptors on target cells. Of the 11 well-characterized AAV serotypes, heparan sulfate proteoglycan and sialic acid have been suggested to be the attachment receptors for AAV type 2 and types 4 and 5, respectively. In this report, we identify the receptor for the two closely related serotypes, AAV1 and AAV6. First, we demonstrate using coinfection experiments and luciferase reporter analysis that AAV1 and AAV6 compete for similar receptors. Unlike heparin sulfate, enzymatic or genetic removal of sialic acid markedly reduced AAV1 and AAV6 binding and transduction. Further analysis using lectin staining and lectin competition assays identified that AAV1 and AAV6 use either α2,3-linked or α2,6-linked sialic acid when transducing cellular targets. Treatment of cells with proteinase K but not glycolipid inhibitor reduced AAV1 and AAV6 infection, supporting the hypothesis that the sialic acid that facilitates infection is associated with glycoproteins rather than glycolipids. In addition, we determined by inhibitor (N-benzyl GalNAc)- and cell line-specific (Lec-1) studies that AAV1 and AAV6 require N-linked and not O-linked sialic acid. Furthermore, a resialylation experiment on a deficient Lec-2 cell line confirmed a 2,3 and 2,6 N-linked sialic acid requirement, while studies of mucin with O-linked sialic acid showed no inhibition effect for AAV1 and AAV6 transduction on Cos-7 cells. Finally, using a glycan array binding assay we determined that AAV1 efficiently binds to NeuAc2-3GalNAcβ1-4GlcNAc, as well as two glycoproteins with α2,3 and α2,6 N-linked sialic acids. Taken together, competition, genetic, inhibitor, enzymatic reconstitution, and glycan array experiments support α2,3 and α2,6 sialic acids that are present on N-linked glycoproteins as primary receptors for efficient AAV1 and AAV6 viral infection.

Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs), dependoviruses of the parvovirus family, rely on a helper virus, such as adeno virus or herpes virus, to complete their life cycle. In recent years, AAVs have become promising vectors for gene therapy, due to their nonpathogenicity and their ability to mediate long-term transgene expression. Among the 11 AAV serotypes (AAV1 to AAV11) and over 100 variants (12, 24), AAV2 is the best characterized and the predominant serotype used in clinical trials. However, more and more studies suggest that AAV2-based vectors are rate limiting in certain tissues (5, 32). The availability of other AAV serotypes with tissue preference for transduction, such as AAV1 and AAV6 for muscle (2, 5) and AAV8 for liver (12, 14, 25), has overcome this restriction. The enhanced tropism of AAV serotypes in different organs is dictated by their capsid amino acid sequences and is believed in part to be related to the cumulative effects of viral binding to multiple cell surface receptors, cellular uptake, intracellular processing, nuclear delivery of vector genomes, uncoating, and second-strand DNA conversion (for reviews, see references 7 and 9).

The first step of AAV infection often requires the attachment of the capsid to carbohydrate moieties on the cell surface.

Heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) has been suggested as the primary receptor of AAV2 (42). The HSPG interaction domain on AAV2 capsids has been identified as a clustering of basic residues, particularly R585 and R588, contributed by the icosahedral threefold-symmetry-related VP3 monomers, in the valley between the three protrusions surrounding the icosahedral threefold axis (21, 28). The attachment factor for AAV4 and AAV5 was determined to be sialic acid with different linkage forms (2,3 O linked versus 2,3 N linked) (19, 44), although the sialic acid capsid interaction domains have not been identified (29, 43). Besides these serotypes, identification of primary receptors for other serotypes has been lacking. In addition, AAV, like most viruses, requires the presence of coreceptors for productive infection. Integrin αVβ5, human fibroblast growth factor receptor 1, and hepatocyte growth factor receptor have all been suggested as coreceptors for AAV2 (20, 30, 41). The platelet-derived growth factor receptor has been shown to be a coreceptor for AAV5 (10). While receptor and coreceptors for other AAV serotypes remain to be identified, numerous studies have progressed using these reagents in vivo (for reviews, see references 13 and 15).

AAV1 and AAV6 are two closely related AAV serotypes. While AAV6 seems to be a naturally evolved recombinant between AAV1 and AAV2 (34, 46), differing in only six amino acids in the capsid region from AAV1, both AAV1 and AAV6
vectors transduced muscle very efficiently (2, 5). However, when these vectors were tested on other tissues such as liver, AAV6 showed much higher transduction efficiency than AAV1 (16). Whether use by these viruses of identical primary receptors and different secondary receptors explains the tissue preference described above remains unknown. Our recent work showed that use of a broad-spectrum neuraminidase decreased AAV1 transduction to vascular endothelial cells, suggesting that AAV1 may require sialic acid for some step in efficient cell entry (6). More recently, using both broad-spectrum and linkage-specific neuraminidases, Schmidt et al. showed that AAV6 and newly identified type 6-like variants also required a form of sialic acid for productive infection (35). However, Seiler et al. suggested that AAV6 vector transduction was sialic acid dependent or independent, depending on the target cells tested (37).

In the present study, we focused on determining the linkage specificity of sialic acid binding for AAV1 and AAV6 transduction. We used cell-based assays to show that α2,3 and α2,6 sialic acids that are present on N-linked glycoproteins facilitate cellular transduction by both AAV1 and AAV6 vectors. The data from these assays were complemented by a glycan array analysis which determined that AAV1 efficiently binds to NeuAcα2-3GalNAcβ1-4GlcnAc as well as glycoproteins containing NeuAcα2-3/α2-6Galβ1-4GlcnAc N-linked glycans. Together, these results support the requirements for α2,3 and α2,6 sialic acids which are present on N-linked glycoproteins as primary receptors for efficient AAV1 and AAV6 viral infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and plasmids. The six cell lines utilized in the present study were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) and maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2 in their respective media, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and penicillin-streptomycin. HEK 293 and Cos-7 cells were grown in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium (DMEM; Gibco). HepG2 cells were cultured in Eagle’s minimal essential medium (Gibco) supplemented with 1% nonessential amino acids. The parental CHO cell line Pro-5 and Pro-5 mutants Lec-1 and Lec-2 were maintained in α-minimal essential medium (α-MEM; Gibco) supplemented with ribonucleosides and deoxyribonucleosides.

The AAV serotype helper plasmids pXR1, pXR2, pXR4, and pXR5, as well as the plasmid pX6-80 containing the adenovirus helper genes for AAV replication, have been described elsewhere (32, 47). AAV6 helper plasmid pX6R was kindly provided by Joseph Rabinowitz (Thomas Jefferson University). The AAV vector plasmid pAAV-CBA-luc, which expresses firefly luciferase, was constructed in our laboratory. The plasmid pTR-lambda was generated as follows. The pS39 plasmid, which contains the wild-type AAV2 genome, was digested with XbaI and then incubated with the large Klenow fragment and deoxyxynucleo-

Production of rAAV. Recombinant AAV (rAAV) was produced using a previously described protocol (31) with some modifications. Briefly, a 15-cm dish of HEK 293 cells (ca. 2 × 105) was transfected using the Superfect reagent (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA) according to manufacturer’s instructions with 6 μg of pAAV-CBA-luc, 12 μg of pX6-80, and 10 μg of the AAV serotype helper plasmid. The cells were harvested at 48 h posttransfection by scraping, and all subsequent manipulations were performed on ice unless otherwise noted. A cell pellet was obtained by low-speed centrifugation and resuspended in a solution of 3 μg of leupeptin/ml, followed by sonication (Branson Sonifier 250, VWR Scientific) for 25 bursts under 50% duty and an output control setting of 2. Benzonase (Sigma, St. Louis, Mo.) was added to the lysate mixture at a final concentra-

Competition assay for AAV1 and AAV6 vectors. HepG2 or Pro-5 cells were seeded at a density of 2 × 104 cells/well in 24-well plates 24 h prior to transduc-

Binding assays. Cells from 15-mm-diameter plates were scraped and divided into aliquots of 1 × 106 cells per microcentrifuge tube. The cells were treated with 50 μM/mL neuraminidase type III from Vibrio cholerae (Sigma, St. Louis, Mo.) at 37°C for 2 h or were untreated and then chilled at 4°C for 10 min. Next, rAAV was added at 2 × 108 genome-containing particles per aliquot and incu-

Luciferin staining and competition. Lectin staining of HepG2 cells, Pro-5 cells, and Cos-7 cells was performed by incubation with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), Maackia amurensis lectin (MAA), or Sambucus nigra lectin (SNA) (Vector Laboratories Inc.), as described in reference 44. Briefly, cells growing in 24-well plates (approximately 2 × 105 cells/well) were chilled to 4°C, and then lectin (10 μg/ml) was added to the respective media. Cultures were then incubated at 4°C for 20 min, rinsed three times with medium, and then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Binding of lectin to cells was detected using fluoresceine microscopy. Lectin competition experiments were done by preincubating cells with 100 μg/ml of either WGA, MAA, or SNA (Vector Laboratories Inc.) in medium at 4°C for 10 min. The preincubation solution was removed, and medium containing 100 μg/ml lectin and 2 × 108 rAAV particles was added. Cultures were maintained at 4°C for 1 h and then rinsed three times with medium. The cells were grown at 37°C for an additional 24 h in serum-containing media and then assayed for luciferase expression.

Cell surface modifications. Sialic acid was biochemically removed from the surfaces of Pro-5 cells, HepG2 cells, and Cos-7 cells by neuraminidase treatment. Briefly, cells were rinsed with medium and then incubated with nonserum medium containing 50 μM/mL neuraminidase type III from Vibrio cholerae for 2 h at 37°C. The cells were then washed three times with medium prior to binding or transduction experiments.

Luciferin staining was restored to the surfaces of Lec-2 cells in defined linkages using purified sialyltransferases as described previously (19). Briefly, Lec-2 cells were incubated with either α2,3(O-sialyl)transferase, α2,3(N-sialyl)transferase, or α2,6(N-sialyl)transferase (Calbiochem) in the presence of 1 mM CMP-sialic acid (Calbiochem). Resialylation was carried out with 50 μM/mL sialyltransferase in α-MEM for 2 h at 37°C. In the control groups, Lec-2 cells were untreated or incubated with either sialyltransferase or CMP-sialic acid. The cells were rinsed three times with α-MEM prior to transduction.

Proteinase K treatment. Proteinase K treatment of cells was carried out as previously described (26) with some modifications. Cos-7 and Pro-5 cells were cultured in 15-cm-diameter culture dishes until cells were 80% confluent. Cells were washed twice with PBS, scraped, resuspended in 10 ml PBS, and divided into two aliquots (~4 × 105 cells). Aliquots were treated with 200 μg/ml proteinase K or mock treated for 1 h at 37°C. An equal volume of PBS containing 6% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 2 mM EDTA, 20 mg/ml clostripain inhibitor chondroitinase ABC (Sigma) was added to inactive proteinase K. After a 10-min incubation at room temperature, the cells were washed twice with medium and seeded at 5 × 103 cells/well in a 48-well plate. After incubation for 1 h at 37°C, cells were transduced at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 2 × 103 for 1 h with virus, and luciferase expression was analyzed 24 h after transduction.

Inhibition of glycolipid synthesis. Inhibition of glycolipid synthesis was carried out as described previously (36) with some modifications. Briefly, Cos-7 cells were plated at a density of 2 × 104 cells/well in a 48-well plate. Eight hours after cell seeding, cells were incubated for 40 h with the glucosylceramide synthesis inhibitor α-threo-1-phospho-2-palmitoylamino-3-morpholino-1-propanol (PMPM) (Sigma, St. Louis, Mo.). Cells were then washed with medium and transduced with 1 × 1010 particles of rAAV for 1 h. Luciferase expression was analyzed 24 h after transduction.
RESULTS

AAV1 and AAV6 compete for transduction. AAV1 and AAV6 are two closely related viruses, with only six amino acid differences in their capsid regions. Previous studies have shown that AAV1 and AAV6 are almost identical serologically (14, 16). To test if these two viruses use the same receptor(s) for transduction, we carried out a competition assay on HepG2 and Pro-5 cells. While the HepG2 cell line is commonly used as a representative cell line for AAV2, Pro-5 is a derivative of the original CHO cell line and is the parental line for several glycosylation mutants. The cells were transduced with a constant amount of either AAV1 or AAV6 vector expressing luciferase in the presence of a 200-fold excess of AAV1, AAV6, or AAV2 as competitors. To avoid compound effects such as the competition for transcription factors between vector and competitor, a lambda phage DNA sequence instead of an expression cassette was packaged into AAV1, -2, and -6 capsids when used as competitors. As shown in Fig. 1, in both HepG2 and Pro-5 cells, rAAV vector transduction was inhibited not only by the AAV1 competitor but also by the AAV6 competitor (Fig. 1). Similarly, rAAV vector transduction was inhibited by both AAV6 and AAV1 competitors. These results suggest that AAV1 and AAV6 may share a common receptor for transduction. As a negative control, we show that the AAV2 competitor, which uses heparan sulfate proteoglycan as a receptor, does not markedly inhibit AAV1 and AAV6 transduction on HepG2 cells and AAV1 transduction on Pro-5 cells. However, the AAV2 competitor was able to inhibit 50% of Pro-5 cell transduction by rAAV (Fig. 1B). Although the exact reason for this partial inhibition of AAV6 on Pro-5 cells with the AAV2 competitor is unknown, it is interesting that AAV6 binds heparin (17), and it is possible that the binding of the AAV2 competitor with heparan sulfate proteoglycan interferes with the binding of the AAV6 vector with its receptor on Pro-5 cells. It is also possible that AAV2 and AAV6 might share some common receptors or coreceptors on Pro-5 cells.

Sialic acid is required for efficient AAV1 and -6 binding and transduction. Heparan sulfate proteoglycan is a primary receptor for AAV2 infection (42). It is not a receptor for AAV1, and AAV6 transduction is not blocked by heparin sulfate, despite the fact that the latter capsid binds to it (17, 31). Sialic acid is another abundant carbohydrate moiety on the cell surface, which is required for both AAV4 and AAV5 binding and transduction (19, 44). We observed that treatment of HepG2, Pro-5, or Cos-7 with the neuraminidase isolated from V. cholerae, which has a broad specificity and cleaves all α2,3, α2,6, and α2,8 sialic acids, did not reduce AAV2 transduction (Fig. 2A to C). In contrast, neuraminidase treatment markedly decreased gene transduction by either AAV1 or AAV6 vectors on all the cells tested (Fig. 2A to C). These data suggest that...
sialic acid present on the cell surface is required for efficient AAV1 and AAV6 transduction.

To test if the decreased transduction of AAV1 and AAV6 on neuraminidase-treated cells is related to reduced virus binding, a binding assay based on dot blot hybridization was performed (Fig. 2D). AAV2 binding to Pro-5 cells was not significantly reduced after neuraminidase treatment. In contrast, 89% and 68% inhibition of AAV1 and AAV6 binding, respectively, was observed after neuraminidase treatment. AAV6 binding appears to be less affected by neuraminidase compared with AAV1 binding, suggesting that AAV6 may also bind to moieties other than sialic acid on the cell surface. However, binding to sialic acid seems to be the major determinant of AAV6 transduction, since about 98% inhibition of transduction was observed following neuraminidase treatment (Fig. 2B).

To further test if sialic acid is needed for efficient transduction by AAV1 and AAV6, we measured binding to and transduction of CHO cells deficient in cell surface sialic acid. Lec-2 cells are from a mutant clone derived from the parental CHO cell line Pro-5 (39). They are deficient in the transport of CMP-sialic acid into the Golgi compartment. As shown in Fig. 3, AAV2 bound and transduced both the parental cell line (Pro-5) and the sialic acid-deficient mutant (Lec-2) with similar efficiencies. In contrast, AAV1 and AAV6 bound and transduced Lec-2 cells much less efficiently than Pro-5 cells. Similar to the neuraminidase treatment experiment (Fig. 2D), a larger amount of AAV6 bound to the Lec-2 cells compared to AAV1.
consistent with its possible utilization of additional carbohydrates in binding to these cells. Taken together, these results show that both enzymatic removal and genetic removal of sialic acid on the cell surface reduce AAV1 and AAV6 binding and transduction.

Interestingly, AAV6 transduction appears to be more dependent on sialic acid than AAV1 (Fig. 2A and B and 3A), although AAV6 binding to the cell surface was less affected by the removal or absence of sialic acid (Fig. 2D and 3B). There was a 12- or 98-fold decrease in AAV6 transduction following neuraminidase treatment on HepG2 and Pro5 cells, respectively, in contrast to a 5- or 37-fold decrease in AAV1 transduction on these two cell lines. In addition, there was a 60-fold difference between Pro-5 cells and Lec-2 cells for AAV6 transduction while only an 8-fold difference for AAV1 transduction. These data most likely reflect the difference between AAV1 and AAV6 interactions with sialic acid during the initial binding and cell entry steps.

Both α2,3 and α2,6 sialic acids facilitate transduction by AAV1 and AAV6. Previous studies have shown that both AAV4 and AAV5 use α2,3 sialic acid for efficient binding and transduction (19). We asked if AAV1 and AAV6 have a preference for a sialic acid linkage(s) for efficient transduction. The above results (Fig. 2) show that AAV1 and AAV6 transduce Pro-5, Cos-7, and HepG2 cells efficiently; therefore, we tested the sialic acid linkages on the surfaces of these cell lines. We stained cell lines with lectins that have been used to recognize the following three different epitopes: (i) WGA recognizes all sialic acids, (ii) MAA recognizes α2,3 sialic acid, and (iii) SNA recognizes α2,6 sialic acid. WGA bound to all three cell lines tested, while MAA bound to all three cell lines tested, while MAA bound both Pro-5 and Cos-7 cells but not HepG2 cells (Fig. 4). SNA did not bind to Pro-5 cells; however, it did bind well to HepG2 cells and, to a lesser extent, Cos-7 cells. Therefore, Pro-5 cells and HepG2 cells display α2,3 sialic acid or α2,6 sialic acid on their surfaces, respectively, while Cos-7 cells display α2,3 sialic acid and a relatively small amount of α2,6 sialic acid. Since AAV1 and AAV6 transduced all these cell lines efficiently, it appears that there is no obvious preference for a particular sialic acid linkage(s).

To confirm if both α2,3 and α2,6 sialic acids facilitate AAV1 and AAV6 transduction, we carried out a lectin competition assay on these three cell lines (Fig. 5A to C). WGA, which binds to all linkage forms of sialic acid, blocked both AAV1 and AAV6 transduction on all the cells tested. MAA blocked AAV1 and AAV6 transduction on Pro-5 and Cos-7 cells, which display α2,3 sialic acid on their surfaces, but not on HepG2 cells, which display α2,6 sialic acid. Similarly, SNA blocked AAV1 and AAV6 transduction on HepG2 cells and, to a lesser extent, on Cos-7 cells but not on Pro-5 cells. As a control, AAV2 transduction was not affected by lectin competition on all cell lines (data not shown).
The results again support the idea that sialic acid facilitates AAV1 and AAV6 transduction, in particular both α2,3 and α2,6 sialic acids.

The sialic acid that facilitates AAV1 and AAV6 transduction localizes on glycoproteins rather than on glycolipids. Sialic acid saccharides are expressed on both glycoproteins and glycosphingolipids. To analyze if the sialylated receptors of AAV1 and AAV6 are glycoproteins or glycolipids, we treated Cos-7 and Pro-5 cells with 200 μg/ml proteinase K. Cell viability was assessed immediately after proteinase K treatment, and no cytotoxic effect was observed. As shown in Fig. 6, for both cell lines, proteinase K treatment inhibited more than 80% of transduction by AAV1, AAV6, and AAV5, suggesting that the receptors of these viruses are glycoproteins. AAV2, which has been demonstrated to use integrin αVβ5, basic fibroblast growth factor receptor, or hepatocyte growth factor receptor as its coreceptor for cell entry (20, 30, 41), was much less sensitive to proteinase K treatment for transduction (Fig. 6). The lack of AAV2 sensitivity may be related to the fact that these coreceptors are more resistant than others to proteinase K treatment under the conditions we used, or it could be that, after virus binding to the heparin sulfate primary receptor, viral entry can proceed although not optimally.

PPMP is a glucosylceramide synthase inhibitor, which acts to deplete glycosphingolipids from the cell membrane (22). To test if glycolipids on cell membrane are also required for AAV1 and AAV6 transduction, Cos-7 cells were incubated with PPMP for 40 h prior to transduction with AAV1, AAV6, AAV2, or AAV5. At the two concentrations of PPMP we tested (1 μM and 5 μM), no decrease was observed for transduction with either one of the four vectors (Fig. 6C). However, these concentrations of PPMP significantly inhibited bovine AAV infection, which requires gangliosides as receptors (36). Therefore, glycolipids seem not to be required for AAV1 and AAV6 transduction.

N-linked, not O-linked, sialic acid facilitates AAV1 and AAV6 transduction. Although both AAV4 and AAV5 bind to α2,3-linked sialic acid for transduction, AAV4 binds sialic acid present on O-linked oligosaccharides, whereas AAV5 binds sialic acid present on N-linked oligosaccharides (19). To determine whether O-linked or N-linked sialic acid is used by AAV1 and AAV6 for transduction, Cos-7 cells were cultured with inhibitors of O-linked (N-benzyl GalNac) or N-linked (tunicamycin) glycosylation. As shown in Fig. 7A, consistent with previous reports, the O-linked inhibitor decreased AAV4 transduction in a dose-dependent manner. At the concentration of 1 mM, N-benzyl GalNac inhibited AAV4 transduction by 10-fold. In contrast, only marginal or no inhibition was seen for AAV1, AAV6, or AAV2 transduction, indicating that AAV1 and AAV6 do not use O-linked sialic acid for transduction. The N-linked inhibitor tunicamycin inhibited both AAV1 and AAV6 transduction; however, it also inhibited AAV2 and AAV4 transduction (Fig. 7B). Similar to a previous study (19), the inhibited transduction with AAV1, -2, -4, and -6 by tuni-
camycin may be due to its broad effect on intracellular activity, ranging from protein folding and secretion to signal transduction and transcription activation.

To determine if N-linked sialic acid is necessary for efficient AAV1 and AAV6 transduction, we tested AAV1 and AAV6 transduction on another Pro-5-derived cell line, Lec-1 (40), that is deficient in N-linked glycans but is not deficient in O-linked glycans (Fig. 7C). AAV1 and AAV6 transduced Lec-1 cells 3- and 10-fold less efficiently than Pro-5 cells. In contrast, AAV4, which uses O-linked sialic acid for transduction, transduced Lec-1 cells fourfold more efficiently than Pro-5 cells, suggesting that removal of the N-linked glycan facilitates AAV4 interaction with O-linked glycan. There was no difference for AAV2 transduction between Pro-5 and Lec-1 cells. These data suggested that AAV1 and AAV6 use N-linked sialic acid for efficient transduction.

To further investigate the role of α2,3 and α2,6 sialic acids and their linkage specificities in AAV1 and AAV6 transduction, we carried out resialylation on sialic acid-deficient Lec-2 cells using sialyltransferase and CMP-sialic acid. Consistent with previous report, resialylation with α2,3(O)-sialyltransferase markedly increased AAV4 transduction, while no effect was seen by resialylation with α2,3(N) or α2,6(N)-sialyltransferase (Fig. 8B). In contrast, resialylation with α2,3(O)-sialyltransferase did not affect AAV1 and AAV6 transduction, while resialylation with α2,3(N)- or α2,6(N)-sialyltransferase resulted in substantial increases in AAV1 and AAV6 transduction (Fig. 8A). Treatment of Lec-2 cells with either sialyltransferase or CMP-sialic acid alone did not result in successful resialylation and any increased transduction by the viruses (data not shown). Consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2 and 3, transduction by AAV6 appears to be more dependent on sialic acid than AAV1. Resialylation by α2,3(N)-sialyltransferase and α2,6(N)-sialyltransferase increased AAV6 transduction by 11-fold and 6-fold, respectively, but only 2.5-fold for AAV1. As a negative control, transduction by AAV2 did not obviously change after resialylation with each sialyltransferase (Fig. 8C). Resialylation experiments confirmed that AAV1 and AAV6 use α2,3 or α2,6 N-linked sialic acid for efficient transduction.

AAV1 and AAV6 transduction is not inhibited by mucin. Mucin, which contains primarily O-linked oligosaccharides and which has previously been shown to inhibit gene transfer with AAV4 (45), was tested for inhibition of AAV1 and AAV6 transduction. As shown in Fig. 9, mucin inhibited AAV4 transduction in a dose-dependent manner. At 0.5-mg/ml mucin concentration, 50% inhibition of AAV4 transduction was observed. In contrast, but consistent with our data supporting a

FIG. 7. N-linked, not O-linked, sialic acid facilitates AAV1 and AAV6 transduction. Cos-7 cells were treated with the indicated doses of N-benzyl GalNAc (A) or tunicamycin (B) for 24 h prior to transduction. Then the cells were transduced with AAV1-luc, AAV6-luc, AAV4-luc, or AAV2-luc. Luciferase expression was analyzed 24 h after transduction. The relative transduction efficiency was determined by comparison with control untreated cells and is presented in log scale. (C) Transduction of CHO cells (Pro-5) and N-linked-glycan-deficient CHO cells (Lec-1) with AAV1-luc, AAV6-luc, AAV2-luc, and AAV4-luc. RLU, relative light units.
requirement for N-linked sialic acid, mucin did not inhibit AAV1 and AAV6 transduction.

Specificity of carbohydrate binding by AAV1 capsids on a glycan array. We utilized a glycan array, available through the CFG, to screen a library of 264 different synthetic and natural glycans, which represent the carbohydrates commonly found on cell surfaces, to test the AAV1 capsid binding specificity. This array, containing sialylated and nonsialylated sugars with different linkages and modifications, was constructed for identifying specific carbohydrate binding partners for proteins. The AAV1 capsids recognized only four glycans: NeuAcα2-3GalNAcβ1-4GlcNAcβ (sialylated di-N-acetyl-lactosamine; PA address 215), apo-transferrin (PA address 6), α1-acid glycoprotein (AGP) (PA address 1), and AGP-A (concanavalin A flowthrough; PA address 2) in the array (Fig. 10). The AGP and AGP-A (prepared as described in reference 37a), and apo-transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich) are natural purified glycoproteins that were covalently attached to the array. AGP contains five N-linked glycan sites that contain biantennary, triantennary, and tetra-antennary chains which contain terminal sialic acids linked either α2,3 or α2,6 to lactosamine (Galβ1-4GlcNAc) (37a). AGP-A is a form of AGP that contains a reduced amount of biantenary chains (37a). Apo-transferrin is known to be glycosylated with two biantenary N-linked glycan chains that contain α2,6 terminal sialic acids linked to lactosamine (4, 38). Fractions of glycans purified from AGP, AGP-A, and apo-transferrin can also be fucosylated to create the sLeX motif [NeuAcα2-3/Galβ1-4(Fucα1-3)GlcNAc], which is a marker for cancer cells. The glycan array binding data provide independent support of AAV1 interaction with α2,3 and α2,6 trisaccharides.

DISCUSSION

Sialic acid is the most abundant carbohydrate moiety on the cell surface, and as a result of this, a number of viruses use it as their primary attachment factor for productive infection (27). Among the 11 known AAV serotypes and hundreds of variants, AAV4 and AAV5 utilize α2,3 O-linked or α2,3 N-linked sialic acids for their binding and subsequent infection (19), respectively. In this report, we demonstrate that AAV1 and AAV6 use both α2,3 and α2,6 N-linked sialic acids for binding and infection. Using competition, genetic, inhibitor, and enzymatic reconstitution experiments we demonstrate that a glycoprotein(s) with N-linked α2,3 and/or α2,6 sialic acids...
serves as a receptor(s) for AAV1 and AAV6 transduction. In addition, through the CFG, we were able to test AAV1 on a unique glycan array and demonstrate specific binding to glycans containing terminal sialic acids attached α2,3 and α2,6 to the Galβ1-4GlcNAc motif (Fig. 10), with the sugars being N-linked in the glycoproteins recognized. The glycans has been used to test the glycan binding profiles of a wide variety of proteins (3) and represents a novel approach for investigating virus-receptor interactions. The present study represents the first utilization of the printed array to analyze the glycan binding profile for whole intact virus capsids. Interestingly, an older version of the array, containing glycans immobilized as biotinylated glycosides on a 384-well streptavidin-coated plate, was used to screen the sugar binding specificity of the parvovirus minute virus of mice (MVM) capsids (M. Agbandje-McKenna, personal communication). This study was able to identify the sialic acid structures recognized by MVM, which were consistent with the oncotropic properties of this virus, in addition to the neurotropism displayed by the lymphotropic strain MVMi. While the data in our present study provided independent support for AAV1 binding to a 2,3 trisaccharide, we did not observe a similar interaction with the equivalent 2,6 trisaccharide. One simple possibility for this observation might reside in the fact that an α2,6 trisaccharide adopts a more “kinked” structure and thus might not protrude out enough from the printed glass slide to “reach” into a potential binding pocket on the AAV1 capsid compared to α2,3 trisaccharide, which would be more extended and long enough to access a receptor binding pocket. In the context of the two glycoproteins recognized in the array, AGP and apo-transferrin, the terminal α2,3/α2,6 trisaccharide motif is linked to several other sugars before they are N-linked to the protein, and thus the length of the chain is not likely to be limiting for binding. Ongoing X-ray crystallographic studies of AAV1 and these sugars should provide the detailed insight required to fully understand the determinants of the interactions between the capsid and the sugars.

By DNA sequence, AAV1 and AAV6 are closely related serotypes, AAV6 is regarded as a laboratory strain derived from recombination between AAV1 and AAV2, with its upstream sequence being identical to AAV2 and its downstream sequence similar to AAV1 (34, 46). Analysis of the capsid sequence of AAV1 and AAV6 shows only six amino acid differences in the capsid protein. Therefore, it is not surprising that AAV1 and AAV6 are almost identical in their serology (14, 16). Both AAV1 and AAV6 have been shown to transduce muscle very efficiently (2, 5), although a side-by-side comparison has not been reported. However, AAV1 and AAV6 do show different kinetics and efficiency of transduction in non-muscle tissue such as liver (16), raising the questions whether they use the same receptor(s) and how these six different amino acids may affect transduction. In the present study, we showed that AAV1 competes with AAV6 transduction and vice versa in cultured cells, suggesting that AAV1 and AAV6 might use the same receptor or that they share some common receptors for transduction. Sialic acids are abundant on the surfaces of muscle cells, which may partly explain the high transduction efficiency of AAV1 and AAV6 vectors for this tissue. However, because AAV6 is more efficient than AAV1 for liver transduction (16), this raises the question of how this difference may exist if these serotypes share identical receptors. From the in vitro data we collected in this study, although sialic acid is important for both AAV1 and AAV6 transduction, it appears that AAV6 transduction is more dependent on sialic acid than AAV1 (Fig. 2A to C, 3A, 7C, and 8A). Since the amount of AAV6-specific binding to sialic acid is not higher than that of AAV1 (Fig. 2D and 3B), it is possible that AAV6 relies more on sialic acid or sialic acid-containing glycoproteins than AAV1 for cell entry and/or subsequent steps of infection. In addition, if the interaction between sialic acid and the AAV6 capsid is more efficient than that of AAV1 for cell entry, this might account for the increased transduction of AAV6 compared to AAV1 in liver cells. Recently, we have swapped each of the six divergent amino acids between AAV1 and AAV6 and have identified a subset responsible for efficient...
liver transduction (manuscript in preparation) although the mechanism is still unknown.

A recent report demonstrated that in immortalized and high-passage nonimmortalized human airway cells, AAV6 transduction, unlike AAV5 transduction, was insensitive to neuraminidase treatment (37). Based on our present study, we would have predicted otherwise. To help understand these differences, we repeated identical experiments on immortalized CF16 cells provided by Seiler et al. (37). In our hands, we demonstrated that both AAV5 and AAV6 transduction was reduced after neuraminidase treatment (data not shown). In addition, among all other cell lines tested, AAV6 transduction markedly drops following neuraminidase treatment (Fig. 2). These cell lines are derived from different origins, including Pro-5, HepG2, Cos-7 (Fig. 2), and HeLa (data not shown) cells, suggesting that this observation is not unique to airway cells. Our data do not support a sialic acid-independent pathway for AAV6 transduction. As the authors discussed in their publication, it is possible that the sialic acid was not completely removed on the CF16 cells after neuraminidase treatment in their study. To support this hypothesis, it has been reported that neuraminidase from Vibrio cholerae, which has a broad spectrum, prefers the cleavage of α2,3 sialic acid to α2,6 sialic acid (19; Sigma product information). From our studies, AAV6 uses both α2,3- and α2,6-linked sialic acids, while AAV5 prefers α2,3-linked sialic acid for transduction (19, 42). This would explain why transduction of CF16 cells with AAV5 decreases more than that with AAV6 after neuraminidase treatment in their study (37).

Unlike AAV4 and AAV5, which use α2,3 sialic acid, AAV1 and AAV6 can use both α2,3 and α2,6 sialic acids for efficient transduction. Phylegenetic analyses of primate AAV isolates suggest that the existing primate AAV serotypes originated from avian AAV (12). Based on similar analysis, AAV4 and AAV5 are divergent from the other AAV serotypes and thought to have branched off earlier from avian AAV. Thus it will be of interest to determine if avian AAV also uses α2,3 sialic acid as its primary receptor. While the origin of AAV4 is monkeys (15), AAV5, although originally isolated from humans (1), is rarely found in human populations (18). The existence of AAV1 and AAV6 in human tissues (12) suggests that these serotypes may have evolved to use α2,6 sialic acid as their receptor in order to adapt to infection of humans, since α2,6 sialic acid is the predominant linkage form in a variety of human tissues (11). Precedent for this type of adaptation can be seen today when one observes the conversion of avian influenza virus, which uses α2,3 sialic acid, to a virus which infects humans with a preference for α2,6 sialic acid (27).

Mucin, which contains mainly O-linked sialic acids, plays an important role in the host defense system against pathogens. A previous report has shown that mucin specifically blocks AAV4 transduction (45), which uses O-linked sialic acid as its receptor, but does not block AAV5 transduction. Consistent with this published study, our results demonstrated that transduction with AAV1 and AAV6 was not inhibited by mucin (Fig. 9). Since mucin is secreted by several tissues in humans, this result has important implications for clinical gene transfer. It is anticipated that human airway epithelial cells, the target cells for the treatment of cystic fibrosis, can be efficiently transduced by AAV1 and AAV6 vectors. Since α2,3 sialic acid is present on ciliated cells, while α2,6 sialic acid is present on both ciliated and nonciliated cells (23), it will be of interest to determine if AAV1 and AAV6 are able to transduce both types of epithelial cells. In summary, we have used a number of assays (competition, genetic, inhibitor, enzymatic reconstitution, and direct virus binding to a glycan array) to support glycoproteins with N-linked α2,3 and/or α2,6 sialic acid serving as the receptor(s) for AAV1 and AAV6 transduction. These observations continue to add to our knowledge of AAV receptor/virus interactions and should provide important insight when determining optimum use of these reagents for vectors in human gene transfer studies.
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